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Abstract: Memory plays a crucial role in designing the embedded systems. A larger memory can 

accommodate larger applications. But it increases cost, area and energy requirements. Transistor size is 

an important part of improving computer technology. Smaller the transistors, more we can fit on a chip, 

and faster and more efficient will be the process. Even the transistor technology improves every year, it 

limits the range in which we can increase the memory of an embedded system. Some chips, particularly 

embedded VLSI chips and low end microprocessors may have small amount of RAM which is not 

expandable. The proposed method improves the memory usage, by improving the data structure. The 

improved data structure reduces the node details defined in it.  
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1. Introduction 

 The complexities and resource demands of modern embedded systems such as smart phones 

are constantly increasing. In order to support applications such as 3-D games, secure internet access, 

email, music, and digital photography, the memory requirements of embedded systems have grown at a 

much faster rate than was originally anticipated by their designers. For example, the total RAM and 

flash memory requirements for applications in the mobile phone market are doubling or tripling each 

year. A study of the future trends in low-power System-on-Chip (SOC) designs was conducted by R. 

Saleh, Lim, Kadowaki and Uchiyama [1]. Their analysis indicate that without accelerated improvements 

in both chip design productivity and leakage power management, future SOC designs will be comprised 

of 80-90% memory, with the remaining logic blocks composed of special purpose reusable IP cores, and 

a smaller fraction of the chip containing newly designed logic. Because of the power limitation, the 

models indicate that the memory content will have to increase while the logic will have to decrease (i.e., 

there is a power/functionality trade-off). From the Fig.1 it is evident that the memory size has reached 

above 95% in SOC. The remaining portion is for the logic block. So program memory requirement 

beyond a limit cannot be achieved. This shows the significance of vector compression. 

 

2. Idea of Code Compression 

 Many embedded computing systems are space and cost sensitive. As a result, available 

memory is limited, posing serious constraints on program size. Memory is a scarce resource in 

embedded system. Increasing memory often increases packaging costs, cooling costs, size and power 

consumption. There are lots of techniques to reduce the memory requirements.  Compression is the most 
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effective technique among them; because it reduces the size of data or code without any loss, whereas 

compaction performs a lossy compression. But compaction creates loss of data whereas compression 

creates no loss. Compression can be done for either data or code. Code compression can be done either 

statistically or on dictionary based. 

 
Fig.1. Area Distribution of logic/memory blocks on the typical LOP and LSTP chips [1]. 

 

Fig.2. Dictionary based compression 

 In statistical code compression, shorter codewords are given for more frequent instructions 

and longer codewords are replaced by less frequent instructions. In dictionary based code compression 

all codewords have fixed length. Here we select the frequently occurring pieces of information and place 

them in an LUT or dictionary. In original code, the frequently occurring pieces of information are 

replaced by a single new codeword which is shorter in size than original sequence. Codeword is used as 

an index to the dictionary that contains original sequence of instructions as shown in the Fig.2.  

 

3. Mixed Bit Saving Based Dictionary Selection 

 In Bitmask based method proposed by Seong and Mishra [3], it is evident that the frequency 

based dictionary selection cannot always achieve better compression ratio. It is because, that method 

selects the dictionary improperly. Hence a new concept was introduced by them, called Mixed Bit 

Saving based Dictionary Selection (MBSDS) algorithm. It is a graphical method, which consist of nodes 

and vertices. Nodes are the unique instructions.  
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3.1. Algorithm 

In this method, at primary step every individual instruction is transformed into nodes of graph. Graph is 

data structure that consists of finite set of vertices/nodes. It consists of ordered pair of the form (u, v) as 

edge. Similarly here an edge between two nodes indicates that we can match those instructions using 

some bitmask. After the graph is created, we start calculating the bit savings. Total bit savings of each 

node is the sum of node savings and corresponding edge savings. By identifying the node with high bit 

savings we can easily identify the most profitable node. i. e. maximum compression can be done if most 

profitable nodes are inserted into the dictionary. Most profitable nodes are then removed from graph. All 

its neighboring nodes can be represented using bitmask. So in the next iteration out of each neighboring 

node savings edge savings are deducted. Furthermore we delete all edges with at least one end in the 

neighboring nodes. The MBSDS algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Improved Data Structure - A New Graphical Approach 

 A graph is a set of vertices and a collection of edges that connects a pair of vertices or nodes. 

There are several ways to store the graphical information inside the memory. It can be an adjacency 

matrix, edge list or adjacency list. In the method proposed by Wang and Lin, they have represented the 

graph as directed and weighted graph [2]. It takes more memory compared to undirected-unweighted 

Algorithm 1: MBSDS 

Inputs: 

1. 32-bit unique instruction set. 

2. Dictionary Size. 

3. Mask Types. 

Output: Optimized Dictionary. 

Begin 

Step 1: Transform every individual instruction 

to a graph, G = (V, E). If two nodes can be 

matched by using Bitmask, use directional edges 

to connect them. 

Step 2: Allocate bit savings to each nodes and 

edges. For every node, i,  

 

 

  

 

For every edge between nodes i and k, 

 

Node saving (Ni) = (Original Instruction Size – 

Compressed Codeword Size) x frequency of 

the   instruction -32bit overhead. 

 

Step 3: Calculate the total bit saving 

distribution of all nodes. 

Step 4: Select the most profitable node i* = arg 

max f(Si). 

Step 5: Remove the most profitable node i from 

G and insert it into the dictionary. 

Step 6: For every nodes connected to node i, 

construct the neighboring node set Nb(i). 

Step 7: Delete all edges with atleast one end in 

Nb(i). 

Step 8: Update the node savings of all the nodes 

in Nb(i), Si = Nk - Eik. 

Step 9:  Repeats the steps 3- 8 until the 

dictionary is full. 

Step 10: Return Dictionary. 

End. 

Edge saving (Eik) = (Original Instruction Size – 

Compressed Codeword Size) x frequency of 

the matched instruction. 

 
Total savings (Si) = Ni +  
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graph. But we can process the Mixed Bit Saving based Dictionary Selection (MBSDS) algorithm, 

proposed by Wang and Lin, to an undirected-unweighted graph. Advantage is that the memory to store 

the node information can be eliminated. It is because, this method depends only on the frequency of 

each instruction represented by the node. Let’s look at an example shown in Fig 3.  

 
Fig.3. Instructions represented in graph as in the method of Wang and Lin. 

 Now node savings and edge savings are calculated. The total savings of each node is then 

calculated as shown above. ‘S’ indicates the total savings of the node. Out of these total savings, node A 

has the maximum savings, so that particular node is inserted as the first entry of the dictionary. Here let 

assume our size of big dictionary is 2. So, do one more iteration to stop the operation. For the calculation 

of new savings, graph has to be modified. New graph created as shown in Fig. 4. 

 Here node A is removed and its associated edges are removed. Next recalculate the savings. 

S’ indicates the modified node savings. At the end of second iteration node E will be entered as the 

second entry of the dictionary. Here the MBSDS algorithm stops. Now we will describe the new concept 

of graph. It will be more enough if we are able to represent the same graph in Fig.3, as undirected and 

unweighted graph. Fig.5 shows the undirected and unweighted graph of Fig.3. 

 

 
Fig.4. Modified graph of graph in Fig.3 

  

SA = (29*10)+(17*5)+(17*3) = 426 

SB = (29*3)+(17*10) = 257 

SC = (29*5)+(17*1)+(17*10) = 332 

SD = (29*2)+(17*1) = 75 

SE = (29*1)+(17*5)+(17*2) = 148 

 

SB’ = (29*3) – (17*3) = 36 

SC’ = (29*5) – (17*5) = 60 

SD = 75 

SE = 148 
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Fig.5. Undirected and unweighted graph of example shown in Fig.3. 

 Here we do not need any edge weights. Instead we need only frequencies. So the edge 

savings can be proportionate to the frequency of the neighboring nodes connected to a particular node. 

And the total savings of each node is then calculated. Here the total savings indicate that, by inserting a 

particular node to the dictionary, how much instruction we can save by representing it in the 

compressible format. i.e. it gives out the no. of instructions that can be compressed by that particular 

instruction in the node. So among these total savings, here also node A has the maximum savings, so 

that particular node is inserted as the first entry of the dictionary. Size of big dictionary is 2. So do one 

more iteration to stop the operation. For the calculation of new savings, graph has to be modified. New 

graph created as shown below in Fig. 6. 

 

 
Fig.6. Modified graph for the example shown in Fig. 5. 

 

 Node A is removed and its associated edges are removed. Next, recalculate the savings. At 

the end of second iteration node E will be entered as the second entry of the dictionary. So even without 

the edge weights from an undirected-unweighted graph, we can obtain the same results. So compared to 

the memory consumption, it will be much better to go ahead with undirected-unweighted graph rather 

than directed-weighted graph. 

4. Results and Conclusion 

The main aim of the new graphical method is the reduction in memory consumption. Graphs are 

generally stored inside the memory as data structures. It can be in the form of adjacency matrix, linked 

list etc. Normally when we define a structure, all its members are stored in memory. For graphs, when 

we define it using data structures, then it contains 

Node id 

Node data 

SA = 10+5+3 = 18 

SB = 3+10 = 13 

SC = 5+1+10 = 16 

SD = 2+1 = 3 

SE = 1+5+2 = 8 

 

SB’ = (3) – (3) = 0 

SC’ = (5) – (5) = 0 

SD = 3 

SE = 8 
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Features of nodes 

Associated features of its edges  

Table.1. Data structure comparison 

Data structure of nodes in Fig.3 contain(case 1) Data structure of nodes in Fig.5 contain(case 2) 

    Node name 

Vector/instruction w.r.to that node 

Node savings 

    Node frequency 

Outdegree of each node 

Edges going out of each node 

    Edges going into each node 

Edge savings of each edges 

    Node name 

Vector/instruction w.r.to that node 

Node savings 

    Node frequency 

Outdegree of each node 

Edges associated with each node 

 So, by using this new graphical method, weighted and directed graphs can be replaced to 

undirected and unweighted graphs. So that the memory to accommodate all the members in the data 

structure: node can be reduced. Also it reduces the complexities associated with it.  

Table.2. Improvement analysis on new graphical method 

No. of nodes Outdegree Case 1 Case 2 % improvement 

1,00,000 500 (for each node) 2*(1,00,000*500 ) 1,00,000*500 50% 

50,000 350 2*(50,000*350) 50,000*350 50% 

1955 246 2*(1955*246) 1955*246 50% 

19 3 2*(19*3) 19*3 50% 
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